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Abstract
Why do some intrastate disputes escalate to conflict or war while others do not? One
answer to this question that has not been considered in past work on intrastate conflict is whether would-be rebels face punishments for backing down from demands. I
consider this explanation using recently released data on the outcomes of non-violent
disputes and newly-developed tools for identifying the costs for backing down in disputes. I find that, on average, prospective rebels face large costs for backing down.
Furthermore, I find that changes to these punishments produce novel results for understanding civil conflict. In most observations there is a U -shaped relationship between
punishments and the likelihood of initiating a dispute. Additionally, in just over half of
all observations, raising the punishments for backing down increases the likelihood that
a group initiates a dispute against the state, while in the remaining observations such
an increase raises the likelihood of civil peace. However, increasing these punishments
reduces the likelihood that a government resists a threat in every observation. Overall,
this suggests that the existence of these punishments strengthens a group’s bargaining
position and factors that raise these punishments, which include an increase in the
number of other potential challengers to the state, may be detrimental to civil peace.
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Introduction
When an intrastate group challenges the state, it is undertaking a risk.1 After all, should

the state stand firm against their demands, the group faces the prospect of either escalating
into a costly civil conflict or backing down from their challenge. To the extent that backing
down is a costly act, a strategic trade off appears and further questions are raised.2 Specifically, does the prospect of punishment deter potential challengers to the state or does it
embolden them by endowing their threats with enhanced credibility? Additionally, how do
the strategic aspects of these punishments affect decisions to not only challenge the state
but also to escalate from non-violent disputes to full-fledged civil conflict? The possibility
of these strategic concerns leads to a broader theoretical and empirical question: Do groups
expect to be punished for backing down and what effect does the expectation of punishment
have on the onset and escalation of intrastate disputes?
The prospect of facing punishment for backing down in disputes has a rich history in
the study of international relations where this mechanism is frequently discussed in terms
of an audience cost or audience-cost-like penalty. However, such punishments are rarely
considered in the study of intrastate conflict escalation. There are both theoretical and
practical reasons for this omission. Theoretically, the prospect of an audience cost-like
punishment for backing down is (at least historically) thought to be unique to democratic
governments (Fearon 1994; Partell and Palmer 1999). Under this assumption, it would
appear unlikely that intrastate groups would be constrained by their internal membership in
any meaningful way. However, recent work has found increased evidence for audience cost1

I use the term “group” to refer to an intrastate actor who is capable of (but may or may not actually
initiate) a violent or non-violent challenge the authority of the state. Groups become rebels if they decide
to make this challenge violent.
2
It remains an open question as to whether backing down during a dispute is costly to intrastate groups.
However, there various examples of groups punishing their leadership at other points in the conflict process.
One example is the case of Michael Collins who in 1921 signed a treaty with the British that fell short of Irish
demands for independent and unified 32 county Irish republic. In doing so, he commented he had “signed [his
own] death warrant” (quoted in Walsh 2002, 84). His prediction was borne out by both the subsequent Irish
Civil War (1922-3) and his assassination. Whether or not such punishments affect pre-conflict intra-group
dynamics is currently unknown.
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like penalties across all regime types (Crisman-Cox and Gibilisco 2018; Weeks 2008). The
discovery that autocratic leaders also face the prospect of punishment when backing down
from disputes suggests that punishment mechanisms apply to a wider set of institutions
and settings than just interstate disputes involving a democracy. Indeed, new studies have
begun looking for whether the threat of punishment effects the outcomes and duration of
civil conflict (Prorok 2016, 2018). One natural question that emerges is whether punishments
(or, to be more precise, the prospect of them) affect the initiation of civil disputes and their
escalation to civil conflict.
Practically, punishments for backing down have not appeared in work on the onset of
civil conflict because the data seldom consider groups who take an “off ramp” and back
down rather than fight. Standard civil conflict datasets distinguish between violent internal
disputes and peace, but almost never include the cases where the dispute ends before violence
begins. Some recent work relies on partially observed methods to sidestep the problem, which
is the best an analyst can do when the data do not distinguish cases where rebels back down
from their challenges to the state (e.g., Chatagnier and Castelli 2019; Nieman 2015). These
data limitations hide the possibility of punishments from the analyst. As a result, the ability
to consider what happens when groups back down from a demand has been historically
limited.
In this paper, I use newly introduced data from Bartusevičius and Gleditsch (2018) to
push deeper into the study of how civil conflicts escalate. These data focus on both violent
and non-violent civil disputes and allow us to consider why some internal disputes escalate
to conflict. I do this by fitting a formal model of dispute-escalation to these data to address
new questions about the existence and effects of punishment in the pre-conflict stage of
an intrastate dispute. These questions tie the intrastate conflict literature into the broader
conflict literature in a new and more direct way by exploring how the prospect of punishment
(long known to be an important driver of interstate dispute escalation) affects the dynamics
of intrastate disputes. Specifically, I look at the decision making processes of governments
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and groups from the moment of contestation to form a unified theoretical and statistical
model of how civil disputes turn into civil conflicts.
Several results emerge from this approach. First, I find evidence that groups face the
prospect of punishment when deciding whether to initiate an intrastate dispute. Second, the
costs have a U -shaped relationship with the probability of dispute onset. Specifically, when
the punishments are smaller than average, increasing them deters a group from initiating
a threat. This deterrence effect can be thought of as a direct effect that expected punishments have on a group as the increase makes groups less willing to risk initiating a dispute
against the state. However, as these punishments get larger, this trend flips and increasing
punishments makes dispute onset more likely. The reason for this second trend is that large
punishments serve as a commitment device that makes threats more credible. This enhanced
credibility in turn has a coercive effect on governments, wherein raising the punishments for
backing down increases the likelihood that the government grants a concession to the rebel
groups. Overall, these punishments appear to generate an incentive to gamble among groups,
wherein because governments become more likely to give in as these punishments increase,
groups are more likely to challenge. In nearly all observations this leads to an overall increase in the risk of observed civil conflict, further demonstrating that the coercive benefit
that groups gain from an increase in the expected punishment for backing down dominates
the deterrence effect.
With these results, I contribute to the study of civil conflict in several ways. First,
I provide direct evidence that potential rebel groups expect to be punished if they back
down from a challenge against the state. This evidence builds on recent work that has
found that groups expect to be punished for backing down within conflict (Prorok 2016),
by showing that these punishment concerns appear throughout and affect the entire the
civil conflict process. Second, I find a novel and non-monotonic result on civil dispute
onset, where potential rebel groups weigh the prospects of punishment against the costs
and benefits of dispute onset. Furthermore, while increasing the size of these expected
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punishments sometimes deters a group from challenging the state, more often than not an
increase makes a dispute more likely. In other words, raising the prospective punishment for
backing down tends to actually embolden would-be rebel groups by instilling their demands
with an enhanced credibility, which in turn makes governments more likely to accommodate
rather than resist their demands. Additionally, these results suggest that selectorate theory
can help in understanding civil dispute escalation and the internal dynamics of intrastate
groups, supporting analysis by Cunningham and Sawyer (2019) on groups within active
conflicts. Overall, variation in the expectation of punishment can explanation why some
intrastate disputes escalate to conflict while others do not as they directly affect decisions
to initiate and escalate disputes.

2

Punishment, selection, and conflict
Past research on civil conflict has focused mainly on the direct transition from peace to

armed violence. In recent years, however, there has been a push to better understand the preconflict or escalation stage that exists between peace and conflict. For example, Cunningham
(2013) considers how various political and economic factors affect a potential rebel group’s
the choice between conventional politics, violent conflict, and a non-violent protest, while
Bartusevičius and Gleditsch (2018) consider a selection model for groups who first decide
whether to initiate a dispute against the state and then whether that dispute will be violent
or non-violent. This growing push to include non-violent disputes as an additional outcome
to the peace-conflict dichotomy provides a fuller picture of the conflict process, and it builds
on a long tradition of interstate conflict scholarship. Both the theoretical and empirical work
on interstate conflict provide guidance on how to consider this intermediate stage between
peace and armed conflict.
On the theoretical side, there is a long history of crisis bargaining models starting with
Fearon (1994) and Schultz (1998) that provide the workhorse framework for understanding
the escalation from peace to crisis to dispute. On the empirical side, Reed (2000) applies
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Heckman-style selection models to capture these intermediate stages between peace and conflict (similar to what Bartusevičius and Gleditsch (2018) do for intrastate conflict). Building
on this escalation framework, the theoretical and empirical models used by Signorino and
Tarar (2006), Lewis and Schultz (2003), Crisman-Cox and Gibilisco (2018), and others focus
on the strategic logic of dispute escalation by fitting formal models that capture the steps
between peace and conflict. This line of work highlights the multi-stage bargaining process
that leads to conflict, wherein actors face choices about either escalating or deescalating. As
such, multi-stage empirical tools that match our theoretical understanding of the conflict
process can provide important insight into this process.
The idea that conflict results from bargaining failure is not unique to the interstate
system; observed civil conflict is also frequently framed as bargaining problem as well (e.g.,
Arena and Hardt 2014; Crisman-Cox 2020). One of the more common reasons why actors
in the interstate system fail to find an agreeable alternative to fighting is that they are
constrained by threats of punishment (Fearon 1994; Partell and Palmer 1999; Schultz 1998).
Such costs typically result from forces within the state that punish actors who are caught
making empty threats that hurt the state’s reputation or credibility. Indeed, the prospect
of internal punishment is commonly thought to lead interstate leaders to avoid initiating
disputes while leading them into costly wars when they do. However, only recently have
scholars considered what these punishments might look like for non-state actors.
Whether or not (actual or potential) rebels face the threat of internal punishments remains an open question. However there are several reasons to suspect that the prospect of
internal punishment exists in the intrastate setting. Recent work has increasingly found that
groups can be and are punished by their own members or the population they represent. For
example, we know that rebel groups can and do change leadership and that these changes in
leadership can be in response to conflict or negotiation performance (Prorok 2016). Additionally, Cunningham and Sawyer (2019) note that many active rebel groups have selection
mechanisms for choosing leaders that include institutions like elections or a selectorate of
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high ranking officials. They further argue that even among tightly controlled groups where
leaders choose their own successors, the choice is done with at least the tacit approval of
a selectorate. In such cases, it becomes clear that internal punishment opportunities exist
within groups and that leaders need to be cognizant of the support they hold among these
groups.
The most direct look at the question of internal group punishments comes from Prorok
(2016) who considers whether rebel leaders are punished for backing down during a civil
conflict and granting concessions to the state. Specifically, she finds that rebel leaders
received some form of internal punishment when conflict outcomes were disappointing to their
intra-group audiences (2016, 73). Additionally, Prorok (2018) finds the threat of internal
punishment leads rebel leaders to engage in the same type of “gambling for resurrection”
dynamics that are common to state actors. These findings provide the most direct evidence to
date that the prospect of punishment is a factor in determining how and when civil conflicts
end. However, the existence of such costs during a violent conflict raises an important
question about their role, if any, at the selection step into conflict. If the prospect of these
punishments leads rebels to continue fighting in an otherwise costly conflict, we should expect
the same punishments to be a strategic factor when groups decide whether to make a demand
or challenge against the state in the first place. This leads to our main hypothesis of interest:
H1 (Backing down is costly): On average, groups expect to be punished for backing
down in a dispute against the state.
Supposing that groups expect to face punishment when they back down rather than
escalating to armed conflict, we want to know how these costs affect their decision to challenge
the state. However, prior expectations about the effect of audience cost-like punishment on
prospective challengers is very unclear. With little past work on the strategic escalation
of civil disputes, we turn to the interstate conflict literature for theoretical guidance on
what effect these punishments might have on a group’s decision to initiate a dispute and
government’s response. On the one hand, the threat of punishment makes would-be rebels
6

more credible, leading opponents to give in rather than risk escalation to a full-fledged
conflict. This coercion is a somewhat indirect effect that was originally noted by Schultz
(1999), while Crisman-Cox and Gibilisco (2018) provide some of the first empirical support
for this idea. The logic here is that, conditional on making a demand, groups will be more
likely to stand firm when facing larger punishments. As a result, governments recognize that
resisting them will likely lead to armed conflict. To the extent that governments want to
avoid an armed fight, they will become more likely to make a concession to groups who face
large punishments. Thus, punishment mechanisms strengthen a group’s bargaining position
and as the government becomes more willing to grant a concession, groups become more
willing to initiate a challenge. The overall effect then becomes that groups will be more
likely to challenge if the costs of backing down increase. This set of expectations can be
thought of as a coercive advantage, where the threat of punishment results in less more
disputes, which generates two additional hypotheses.
H2 (Emboldening effect): On average, increasing the expected size of punishments that
groups face for backing down makes groups more likely to initiate an internal dispute.
H2a (Coercive effect): On average, increasing the expected size of punishments that
groups face for backing down makes government concessions more likely.
On the other hand, a more direct effect may dominate a group’s strategic calculus.
The direct effect suggests that increasing the punishment for backing down will likely deter
groups from challenging the state in the first place (as in Kurizaki and Whang 2015; Weeks
2012). Here, the threat of having to pay these costs maintains civil peace. Groups who are
considering a dispute weigh the risk that they may find themselves choosing between costly
armed conflict or paying a hefty punishment for backing down. As such, groups will be less
likely to initiate a dispute and will instead choose to preserve the status quo. This leads to
an additional hypothesis:
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H3 (Deterrence effect): On average, increasing the expected size of punishments that
groups receive for backing down makes internal disputes less likely.
Of course punishments do not exclusively come from within. Making threats and demands
undoubtedly raises the ire of the state who may be interested in pursuing their own punishment against groups who challenge their authority. However, compared to those groups
that escalate to armed conflict, it is perhaps unclear whether the state will want to pursue
strong punishments against groups who back down. However, if states are looking to impose
punishments against a group for the act issuing a challenge, then these would appear as a
belligerence cost that groups pay after making a demand (as in Kertzer and Brutger 2016).
When analyzing punishments below, we are able to hold these belligerence costs constant
and look at only the effects of raising the punishments incurred when the group backs down
to the state. As such, I frame the main discussion in terms of internal punishments, while
in fact being agnostic about the actual source of punishment and also acknowledging that
the results capture any external punishment for backing down beyond a belligerence cost (if
any).

3

A formal and statistical model of civil dispute escalation
As in the interstate setting, civil conflict emerges as the result of bargaining failure. Such

a failure tends to be costly for both sides, making the failure to avoid conflict all the more
puzzling (Fearon 1995; Lewis and Schultz 2003). One of the best theoretical tools we have
for understanding the process that leads from peace to conflict is the crisis-bargaining model.
This framework accounts for the stage between “dispute onset” and “escalation to conflict”
that international relations has long acknowledged as an important phase of the conflict
process (Fearon 1994; Huth 1996).
Crisis bargaining models, while typically associated with interstate conflict, enjoys a
broader range of applications including economic sanctions (e.g., Lacy and Niou 2004;
Whang, McLean and Kuberski 2013), terrorism (e.g., Lapan and Sandler 1993), and civil
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conflict (e.g., Arena and Hardt 2014). Its usefulness in the civil conflict setting comes from its
ability to describe how threats can lead to either violent or non-violent disputes. Throughout, I stick with Lewis and Schultz’s (2003) version of the crisis bargaining game, as it (i)
focuses directly on both the dispute-to-conflict escalation process, (ii) includes the prospect
of punishment as a main parameter of interest, and (iii) is designed with empirical estimation
in mind.
Figure 1 presents an outline of the theoretical model. Here we have a group R bargaining
with a government G over some good or policy that G controls. At the start of the interaction,
R decides if it wants to make a threat or challenge to the government. In cases where R
does not initiate a dispute, the game ends with the status quo intact (outcome SQ). When
the status quo is reached, the group and the government receive payoffs of SR and SG ,
respectively.
However, if R challenges the government, then G decides to either give in to the group
(outcome CL) or to resist the group’s demand. If the government concedes to the threat,
then the group receive a victory payoff VR and the government receives a concession payoff
CG . If the government does not concede, then the group has to decide if they want escalate
to civil conflict (outcome CC) or end the dispute without receiving a concession (BD). In
the case of the former, armed conflict begins and the group and the government receive their
conflict payoffs of WR and WG , respectively. In the case of the latter, the group receives a
payoff a for backing down that includes any internal or external punishments incurred, while
the government receives a victory payoff for retaining control of the good VG .
Following Lewis and Schultz (2003), I introduce private information in the form of three
additively separable payoff shocks:
WR = W̄R + εR
WG = W̄G + εG
a = ā + εa ,
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Figure 1: The dispute escalation game
R
Challenge

Not challenge

SQ
(SR , SG )

G
Resist

Conciliate

CL
(VR , CG )

R
Escalate

Back down

CC
(WR , WG )

BD
(a, VG )

where each ε term is drawn from a standard normal distribution and represents private
information that actors have about their costs of civil conflict (εG , εR ) and the expected
punishment for backing down (εa ).

At the start of the game, Nature reveals εR and

εa to the group and εG to the government. These shocks ensure that every outcome is
reached with positive probability. The set of structural parameters to be estimated is



θ = ā, CG , Si , Vi , W̄i i=R,G .
A perfect Bayesian equilibria (PBE) to this game can be represented using by a vector of
choice probabilities. In particular, let pr be the probability that G resists a demand, pc is the
probability that R challenges, and pe is the probability that R escalates given that it made
a demand. Jo (2011) shows that a PBE, p∗ = (p∗c , p∗r , p∗e ), to this game can be characterized
as a solution to a system of three equations p∗ = Ψ(p∗ ; θ). The full expression of Ψ can be
found in Appendix E and full derivation details can be found in Lewis and Schultz (2003)
and Jo (2011).
Before proceeding, it is worth taking the time to consider what the parameter ā means
in the civil conflict context and how the empirical model can support or falsify the main
hypothesis. Depending on the estimated value of ā, it can be a cost or benefit that the group
receives for backing down in an internal dispute relative to its other payoffs. Following
10

Kurizaki and Whang (2015), I focus on the relationship between the backing down payoff ā
and the status quo payoff SR , which is to say that punishment is conceptualized as a receiving
a worse payoff for challenging and backing down than having just accepted the status quo.
Within the context of Hypothesis 1, we can think about three possibilities. First, we might
have ā < SR , that is groups, on average, face a penalty for making a threat against the state
and not following through on it. In this case, civil conflict emerges at this final decision node
by group leaders who decide that such a punishment is worse than taking their group into
conflict.
However, it is not at all obvious that backing down should be all that costly. After
all, both the state and internal group members may wish to actually encourage groups to
not take their group into conflict. As such, it is entirely possible that groups may actually
benefit from making demands/threats and not following through, in this case we would
observe ā > SR and we would reject the main hypothesis. A group that appreciates the
media exposure associated with just airing their demands might fall into this category. For
example, Mahoney (2018) argues that groups might benefit from bluffing in situations where
they want to intimate a larger audience or air their grievances on the cheap. Here, disputes
escalate to civil conflicts when there is also a high value to fighting, perhaps from the existence
of oil, or some kind of exogenous shock makes conflict more attractive (as in Fearon 2004).3
Under the remaining hypotheses we are interested in comparative statics on ā. The
model is flexible enough to produce estimates that are associated with a variety of different
comparative statics. As such, the theoretical structure does not “bake in” support for any
of the remaining hypotheses. This setup allows the data to speak for itself in assessing the
effect of ā on the conflict process.

3

A third possibility is that we find ā = SR , which is to say punishments are statistically indistinguishable
from the status quo. Such a finding would not be strong enough evidence to reject the null hypothesis
associated with the main hypothesis.
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3.1

Empirical strategy and data
Overall, our goal is to consider the strategic selection that goes into the decision of

potential rebels to escalate all the way to violence. Past efforts to consider these effects
rely on Heckman-style selection models. While such efforts are important for bringing the
escalation processes into the empirical study of civil conflict, there are a few advantages to
adopting a structural approach based on a standard conflict model.4
First, structural approaches can be used to test for the presence of unobserved, but
fundamentally interesting, parameters. There is a rich history in political science of using
structural models to answer questions about theoretically interesting parameters such as ideal
points (Poole and Rosenthal 1985) or audience costs in both interstate dispute (Crisman-Cox
and Gibilisco 2018; Kurizaki and Whang 2015) and economic sanction threats (Crisman-Cox
and Gibilisco 2019). Continuing this tradition by using a structural model as a tool to search
for punishment effects in the intrastate setting is only natural.
Second, the structural approach offers a more direct match between theory and data
than standard selection models. Accounting for the strategic nature of dispute escalation
provides a theoretically principled way to make inferences from observational data. While no
theoretical model will exactly capture the true data generating process, a reasonable model
allows the researcher to capture important quantities of interest and conduct counterfactual
experiments. Such model-based inference is particularly relevant in situations where (i)
design-based inference (e.g., experimental manipulation) is infeasible and (ii) the quantity
of interest is inherently theoretical and, as such, unobservable in nature.
Additionally, this particular structural approach provides an advantage over other structural approaches to studying the escalation to civil conflict. Specifically, data limits have led
recent scholars to use partially observed strategic models to allow their “peaceful” outcomes
to reflect both civil peace and civil disputes that do not escalate to conflict (Chatagnier and
4

Note that the Heckman selection model is itself a structural model, but not one that was designed with
crisis escalation in mind.
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Castelli 2019; Nieman 2015). However, such approaches do not allow for the identification
of punishments for backing down as they do not allow analysts to distinguish among the
non-conflict outcomes. Fortunately, newly available data from Bartusevičius and Gleditsch
(2018) allows us to move beyond partially observed structural models as it records a number
of non-violent disputes.
Figure 2 reprints the game but in terms of regressors and parameters to be estimated.
Notice that SG is omitted as it does not enter into any either player’s strategic calculations,
making it unidentifiable, and VG is normalized to zero making it a reference category for
the government’s other payoffs. It is well known that direct methods of estimating the
β parameters using maximum likelihood are problematic due to the possibility that any
particular guess at β may be associated with multiple equilibria (Jo 2011).5 Simply put,
the multinomial log-likelihood associated with this formal model is a correspondence rather
than a function and ordinary optimization methods will frequently converge to incorrect
estimates.6 As such, I use the nested pseudo-likelihood estimator from Crisman-Cox and
Gibilisco (2019), which they show to work well with this particular model. Additional details
can be found in Appendix E.
3.2

Dependent variable
Case selection comes from two separate sources: the CONIAS data introduced by Bar-

tusevičius and Gleditsch (2018) and the Minorities at Risk (MAR) project.7 The former
are used to record cases of violent and non-violent disputes, while MAR groups that do not
appear in CONIAS are used to add cases of status quo (non-dispute) outcomes. These two
datasets are combined and built into dyad-decade observations, such that each observation
records the interaction between a state and an actual or potential internal challenger. Over5

Which is to say that the equations p = Ψ(p; β) may have multiple solutions for any fixed value of β.
Incorrect in the sense that the estimates will not actually maximize the log likelihood even when a
successful convergence code is issued.
7
The CONIAS data are produced by the Heidelburg Institute for International Conflict Research. These
predecessor to these data, called the KOSIMO dataset, has been used by previous conflict scholars (e.g.,
Chiozza 2002).
6
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Figure 2: Statistical version of the dispute escalation game
R
Challenge

Not challenge

SQ
(XSR βSR , ·)

G
Resist

Conciliate

CL
(XVR βVR , XCG βCG )

R
Escalate

Back down

CC
BD

XW̄R βW̄R + εR , XW̄G βW̄G + εG (Xā βā + εa , 0)

all, this approach closely follows Whang, McLean and Kuberski (2013) who also use dyad
decades to mitigate measurement concerns when using the empirical crisis-escalation model.
Specifically, any particular dispute can unfold over the course of several months or years
before reaching its terminal node.8
Any particular country-group-decade is coded as ending in a status quo if no dispute
onset appears in the CONIAS data during that decade. This selection of status quo cases
identifies a plausible set of could-be rebel groups that decide not to initiate a dispute over
the time period considered (as in Walter 2006). Defining status quo outcomes in this way
provides us with a set of “politically relevant” cases where we consider all the cases where
internal disputes occur at some point in time alongside a set of cases where a dispute was
plausible (Maoz and Russett 1993). Including both dyads that do and do not experience a
dispute in forming the status quo mitigates concerns about selection bias that would emerge
if we only considered cases where a dispute appeared. This setup deliberately omits any
states without a politically active minority presence for both theoretical (these states are
8

As an alternative to the dyad-decade, I also consider an episodic approach where an observation is
either a CONIAS dispute or a MAR group that does not appear in CONIAS in the online appendix. This
approach has the advantage of having fewer aggregations and potentially questionable status quo cases, but
has the drawback of perhaps understating the number of status quo outcomes. The main results hold with
both the dyad-decade and the episodic data.
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not playing this game) and technical reasons (estimates on the non-status quo payoffs would
trend towards −∞). As a result, inference here is conditional on the existence of a plausibly
organized internal opposition (violent and non-violent).
For non-status quo cases CONIAS records what they call “political conflicts,” which they
describe as violent and non-violent disputes between a government and an opposition actor
that are beyond the scope of ordinary politics (Trinn, Wencker and Schwank 2016). They
code these cases on a five-point scale based on their final outcome. The first two levels of this
scale are non-violent events, which means that they end with either the government offering
concessions to the group (CL) or with the would-be rebels backing down from their demands
(BD). These cases were individually researched and hand-coded to determine which of these
two outcomes best describes the situation.9 The main distinction used to code these cases
is whether or not the dispute ends with major changes to the status quo policy in favor
of the challenger. Examples of cases that involve this non-violent settlement in favor of
the challenger include situations such as countries challenging and exiting the Soviet Union
(without violence) at the end of the Cold War, peaceful democratic transitions, bloodless
coups, and other non-violent cases of policy changes. These are all situations where a demand
was made and a noticeable change occurred without an escalation to violence.
Alternatively, backing down cases include situations where groups initiate a challenge
that, but neither escalate to violence nor get meaningful concessions from the state by the
time the dispute ends. Some examples here include such cases as the Khmer people in
Vietnam and various non-LTTE Tamil groups in Sri Lanka that threatened violence but
never followed through. These cases are typically less well known as they do neither escalate
to civil conflict nor result in new policies or government concessions. Again, the main coding
depends on searching for pro-group changes to the status quo at the time COINAS records
a dispute as over. Cases where the coding was ambiguous or could otherwise could not be
determined are excluded here but considered in the online appendix. The value added of the
9

Vignettes were produced by graduate student research assistants to aid in this coding and are available
upon request.
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CONIAS data is that it tracks these nonviolent cases, even those that result in little-to-no
policy changes.
Note that this understanding of backing down is relatively broad and potentially over
counts the number of conflicts where a group backs down as it includes groups that disbanded or merged without receiving any kind of concession. These cases are clearly neither
concessions by the government nor an escalation to conflict and as such they reflect a group
that initiated a dispute but exits it without policy change. As such, this coding may not ideal
as it could reflect cases where groups challenge but fail due to a lack of resources rather than
a deliberate backing down, although it is entirely plausible that internal audiences would
still punish this outcome as it is still a failure and likely damages a group’s reputation.10
However, classifying these cases as backing down works against the main hypothesis as over
counting the number of BD outcomes will move the estimate of ā away from negative infinity
(i.e., make backing down appear less costly than it might actually be).
A similar concern may be in recording a conflict as ending at BD because a government
crack down leads the group to back down rather than escalate (as in cases like the 2007 Khmer
protests in Vietnam). In these cases we might be worried that ā would be overly influenced by
the belligerence costs imposed by the state for initiating a dispute (i.e., external punishments
that incurred before backing down rather than a punishment for backing down). I account
for this in the analysis by comparing the expected punishments (ā) to the expected costs of
civil conflict (W̄R ) as both will contain pre-conflict repression costs. If the expected backing
down punishments are larger than the costs of escalation to conflict, then we can say that
there is something more than just repression being captured by the parameters at this end
node. Overall, a broad approach to classifying backing down outcomes as situations where
there was neither an escalation to civil conflict nor a policy change provides a conservative
approach to categorizing these cases that will at worst bias the estimate away from negative
10

Indeed, the broad understanding matches the continuum of outcomes from Fortna (2015) who argues
that “fizzling out” is a clear sign of group failure; this kind of failure would be a prime candidate for internal
punishment.
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infinity and work against the main hypothesis.
The remaining three CONIAS categories are used to denote a civil dispute that escalates
to violence (outcome CC). In these cases, the dispute is treated as ending at civil conflict
(CC) with neither side backing down during the escalation phase. Splitting the CONIAS
cases in this way matches Bartusevičius and Gleditsch (2018), who demonstrate that this
split maps into common understandings of civil conflict and reliably matches the violence
conflicts recorded by the Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP)
3.3

Independent variables and specification
The independent variables are standard civil war control variables that are thought to

reflect the strategic escalation decisions of governments and groups. Specifically, I focus on
controls that are known to both parties prior to the start of conflict and plausibly affect the
decisions to both make a demand and follow through on it. As in Lewis and Schultz (2003),
identification depends on there being no regressor (including the constant) that appears in
all the payoffs for any given actor. To satisfy this condition, the group’s status quo payoff,
SR , is specified without a constant term and the government’s victory payoff when the group
backs down, VG , is normalized to zero. These are standard identification restrictions with
this model (e.g. Crisman-Cox and Gibilisco 2019; Whang, McLean and Kuberski 2013).
The status quo is specified using covariates that directly affect the decision to initiate a
dispute. Here, I focus on factors that might make peace more or less attractive. Specifically, I
look at whether the state is newly formed, and logged population from the National Materials
Capabilities (NMC) dataset provided by the Correlates of War (COW) project. New states
provide a period of unrest/transition that may make the status quo more or less palatable,
while population is included here as it is frequently one of the strongest predictors of civil
dispute onset, and as Bartusevičius and Gleditsch (2018) argue, it is of particular relevance
at the initial decision step. In fact, they go so far as to argue that population only matters
at this stage in the selection process when they use it to satisfy the exclusion restriction
in their Heckman selection model. As such, I include it here as a predictor of whether the
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Table 1: Specification of the main model
Variable

Utilities

Description

Source

Fixed to 0

VG

Identification restriction

–

Constant

VR , CG , W̄i , ā Omitted from SR for identification

–

New state

SR

Is the state less than 10 years
old?

COW

Population

SR

logged total population

COW

Ethnic fract.

CG

0-1 measure of ethnic heterogeneity

Fearon and Laitin
(2003)

Oil

CG , W̄R

Is more than 1/3 of G’s export
revenue is from oil?

Fearon and Laitin
(2003) & World
Bank

Democracy

CG , ā

G’s polity2 score and polity2
squared

Polity IV

Separatist dispute

VR , CG , ā

Is R a (potential) separatist Graduate research
group? (0/1)
assistant
coding
and MAR

Mount. terrain

W̄i

Percentage of country that is Fearon and Laitin
mountainous (logged)
(2003)

GDP per capita

W̄i

Per capita income (logged)

Penn World Table

Military size

W̄i

Military personnel per capita
(logged)

COW

Other groups

ā

A count of the total number CONIAS & MAR
of actual and potential challengers (logged)

group initiates a civil dispute/crisis.
The payoffs for outcome CL (the government gives into a group’s demand) are based on
covariates that affect the value of the good and the reputational concerns associated with
giving into the group. For the group, this outcome results in their victory-without-fighting
payoff (VR ) and it is specified based on whether they seek territorial separation. I use this
variable to capture the idea that different types of goals might be valued differently across
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conflict types. The group’s goal are hand-coded by graduate student research assistants for
the CONIAS conflicts and based on the MAR territorial concentration variable for remaining
cases.11
For the government, this outcome results in their concession payoff (CG ). Here I specify
it with whether the group has territorial separation has a goal, with the understanding that
different types of disputes may be particularly bitter or difficult to resolve. Additionally,
I include democracy and democracy squared measured using the state’s polity2 score. Finally, I control for ethnic fractionalization to account for possible reputation concerns among
governments. Specifically, the finding by Walter (2006) that states are less willing to offer
concessions when there are lots of other potential challengers. I account for this by including
the measure of ethnic fractionalization from Fearon and Laitin (2003).
For both sides’ civil conflict payoff (W̄R , W̄G ), I include the percent of mountainous
terrain (from Fearon and Laitin 2003), the country’s per capita GDP (from the Penn World
Table), and the military personnel per capita (from the NMC data). These three variables
reflect the economic and military capabilities within the conflict, with mountainous terrain
serving as a pre-conflict proxy for would-be rebel’s conflict ability (Lyall 2010). Additionally,
for the group’s armed conflict payoff, I include an indicator for whether the state is an oil
exporter. This variable is based on Fearon and Laitin (2003) and records if more than 1/3
of their export revenue is based on oil exports using World Bank Development Indicators.
It is included to capture the level of natural resources that may be available to a potential
rebel group.
Finally, when groups back down they face a possible punishment (ā). Here I include
democracy and democracy squared as a proxy for the level of external punishment imposed
by the state, which may vary by regime type. Additionally, I use the number of other actual
and potential groups within the country to proxy for the strategic context. The idea here
is that with more groups there will be enhanced internal pressure for the group to not back
11

The logic here being that territorial concentration makes it easy for groups to coordinate on territory
as a goal and as such this becomes the closest proxy in the MAR data.
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down so that it can stand out within the competitive environment, which is a standard
argument in theories of outbidding (e.g., Conrad and Greene 2015). Additional and more
expansive specifications are considered in the online appendix. Ideally, a pre-treatment
measure of group-level organizational ability could be added however it is not clear that
such a measure exists that would describe all the potential and actual groups in the data.
As a workaround, I also consider a model in Appendix C that specifies ā as a group-specific
fixed effect. This fixed-effects specification has the advantage of capturing all the group-level
differences, including organizational capacity and goals, that affect the punishment payoff.
The main result still emerge under the fixed-effects specification, and as such, we stick to
the simpler specification for the main presentation. The government’s victory payoff when
the group back down (VG ) is normalized to zero which makes it a reference category for
comparing its other payoffs. The main specification is presented in Table 1.

4

Results
The main results of the NPL estimation are presented in Table 2. The five columns in the

table denote the associated outcome, payoff, variable, estimate and standard error for each
the covariates in the model. The χ2 statistic tests this model against an all-constants version
of the model; the large value of the test statistic provides support for this model over the
null model to test for whether the covariates offer any explanatory power over the outcomes.
As additional measures of model fit I also consider the two “sensible” payoff restrictions
mentioned in Schultz and Lewis (2005). The restrictions are that: the government prefers
receiving the good without a fight to conceding the good (VG = 0 > ĈG = XCG β̂CG ), and
groups prefer receiving the good without resistance to the status quo (V̂R = XVR β̂VR > ŜR =
XSR β̂SR ); I find that these restrictions hold in every observation. Further the group’s victory
payoff is also larger than the civil conflict and backing down payoffs for every observation,
while the government also prefers that the group to back down rather than fight in very
observation. The fact that nearly all of the results satisfy these sensible payoff orderings
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provides some face validity to these estimates.
Table 2: Structural estimates
Outcome
Status Quo (SQ)

Payoff
SR

Gov’t Conciliates (CL)

VR
CG

Civil Conflict (CC)

W̄R

W̄G

Group backs down (BD)

ā

Variable
New state
Population
Constant
Separatist dispute
Constant
Democracy
Democracy squared
Separatist dispute
Ethnic fract.
Oil Exporter
Constant
Percent mount. terrain
GDP per captia
Military personnel per captia
Oil Exporter
Constant
Percent mount. terrain
GDP per captia
Military personnel per captia
Constant
Democracy
Democracy squared
Other groups

Estimate Std. Error
-0.80
0.12
-0.07
0.03
-0.03
0.66
-0.10
0.37
-3.13
1.39
0.03
0.02
-0.00
0.00
0.08
0.13
-0.50
0.29
-0.18
0.20
-2.01
0.23
0.04
0.04
-0.13
0.08
-0.06
0.04
0.21
0.12
-2.39
1.66
0.16
0.05
-0.43
0.10
-0.06
0.05
-2.83
0.33
0.02
0.01
-0.00
0.00
-0.14
0.08

Log-likelihood = −864.51
Observations = 2794
χ2 = 83.30
Turning our attention to the estimates, the first thing to note is that these are the direct
effects that each variable has on that actor’s utility for one particular outcome. As a result,
the direct interpretation of any one parameter is very limited as the individual choices and
outcomes are generated by the highly nonlinear choice probabilities. With that caveat in
mind, there are still a few points of interest that can be discerned from the table. First, the
common results that civil peace is fragile in new states and states with a large population
appear here as both reduce the group’s status quo value. Second, concessions are costly for
governments. Notably there is a large negative constant term in CG . Concessions are less
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desirable in more ethnically heterogeneous states. This result is very intuitive and supports
ideas from Walter (2006) and others who find that in more diverse states, governments are
less willing to make concessions as it may encourage other potential challengers to organize.
Additionally, we see an upside-down U shape between regime type and punishment where
autocratic and democratic regimes have a lower utility for offering concessions than anocracies. One way to interpret this result is that democratic and autocratic states have strong
institutions that are capable of punishing leaders for backing down during a dispute with
a group as this may be seen as harming the state’s reputation against other prospective
challengers. In contrast, Anocratic regimes have some of the weakest internal institutions
and as such appear to face the lowest level of punishment for granting concessions to groups.
Other notable results are that the constants on the conflict payoffs are strongly negative for
both actors as well, demonstrating that violent conflict is costly.
The main point of interest here, however, is on the punishment parameter ā and its
relation to the status quo outcome SR . Specifically, to test Hypothesis 1 we need to know if
the estimated values of ā are less than the estimated values of SR . The first thing we note
is that for every observation in the data the payoff for backing down is less than the status
quo. The second thing we do is test the linear hypothesis for each observation, where we
find that for every observation we can reject the null hypothesis that ā − SR = 0 at the 5%
level. As such we find support in favor of hypothesis one: in every observation considered,
would-be rebel groups face the dilemma wherein making a demand and backing down is
strictly worse than not making a demand at all. Additionally, this is not just the external
costs of belligerence. In every observation we also note that ā is worse for groups (more
negative) than the going into civil conflict, and we reject the hypothesis that ā − W̄R = 0
in 97% of these cases. This provides direct evidence that potential rebel groups perceive
backing down as a costly proposition (more costly than escalation to conflict), this novel
finding extends results from Prorok (2016) into the selection stage of the conflict process.
Finding that backing down from threats is bad for groups provides some insight into
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the dispute escalation process and offers a new explanation for why some intrastate disputes
escalate to armed conflict while others do not. Specifically, the existence of these punishments
suggests that groups engage in risky behavior when they initiate a dispute. As such, when
the government does not back down, groups may find themselves escalating to costly civil
conflict because they expect conflict to be less costly than the expected punishment for
backing down. While this escalation process is familiar to interstate conflict scholars, the
above results provide some of the first direct empirical evidence for these types of punishment
concerns exist within the intrastate conflict process.
In Table 2, the only significant predictor of punishment is the number of other groups
(p < 0.10). On average, as the number groups challenging the state increases, punishments
for backing down become more severe. This result suggests a kind of outbidding dynamic
may be at work, where groups are conscious of the fact that they may be competing with each
other for resources or exposure Conrad and Greene (2015). Under this outbidding logic, we
would expect that backing down would become increasingly costly to a group’s reputation as
the number of other groups increases, raising the incentive for internal punishment. I explore
this result further in Appendix D. I find that across several specifications, the coefficient on
the number of other challengers remains significant at conventional levels (5 or 10%), and
that this remains the only significant predictor of expected punishment size. Future work
should focus on expanding the data we have on violent challengers, non-violent challengers,
and non-challengers to allow for a more thorough exploration of punishments.
4.1

The prospect of punishment and civil dispute escalation
Having established that groups, on average, expect to be punished for backing down in

disputes with the state, we are now interested in finding out how the prospect of punishment
affects both prospective rebel and government strategies. Specifically we are interested in
whether these expected punishments have a coercive or deterring effect during this stage
of the conflict process. The coercive effect, if present, manifests in two ways; as the size
of the expected punishment increases, potential rebels should initiate more disputes and
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governments should resist less. In contrast, if the deterrence effect is present we expect that
increasing the size of the expected punishment would result in an increase in civil peace (i.e.,
groups are less likely to initiate a dispute).
To look for these effects, I first consider the effects that appear in an “average” interaction,
where all covariates are fixed to either a mean or median value. With this particular data
profile in hand, I then find all the equilibria for this average observation (only one in this
case) and then calculate the comparative static for changing the size of the constant term
in the punishment parameter ā. All the other payoffs are fixed to their estimated values.
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One advantage of taking this comparative statics is it implicitly holds the baseline costs
associated with initiating a dispute (i.e., belligerence costs) fixed. To see this consider that
belligerence costs would enter all of the group’s non-status quo payoffs, by fixing VR and
W̄R and varying ā we are fixing the belligerence costs and isolating the effect that is strictly
punishment. As a result, it allows me to identify the effects of punishment separately from
the costs of initiation, which is historically difficult to do within an experimental or reduced
form research design (Kertzer and Brutger 2016).
Figure 3 presents the comparative statics that the prospect of group punishment has
on each actor’s strategy. Here we adjust the constant term in ā by raising and lowering it
by two standard errors with the dashed line representing the estimated value. Adjusting
the constant term allows us to take a comparative static that reflects how changes to these
punishment parameters affect behavior in this average country-group dyad.
The top pane reflects the effect that prospective punishments have on the probability that
a potential rebel group initiates a dispute (pc ). There are two things of note here. First, the
overall probabilities are very small reflecting the rare events nature of civil disputes. Second,
the relationship here is non-monotonic and takes a U -shape. On the side of the plot representing more severe punishments (closer to −∞), the effect is positive, where an increased
threat of punishment raises the prospect of a dispute (decreases the likelihood of civil peace).
Moving approximately two standard errors towards negative infinity is associated with an
almost 10% increase in the probability that a potential rebel group initiates a dispute. This
result provides support for Hypothesis 2, in that it suggests that potential rebels are willing
to exploit the credibility advantages of large punishments. Interestingly, a two standard error
decrease in punishments (moving towards 0) is also associated with an increase (about 25%)
in the probability of a dispute. While this latter effect offers some support for Hypothesis 3,
it comes with a very specific caveat. When punishments are weaker than average, increasing
them can result in deterrence, but only to a certain point. After this point, the coercion
logic comes into play at this initial decision node.
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The middle pane of Figure 3 considers the more direct aspect of the coercion argument
by looking at how likely it is that a government resists a demand. Overall, there is a much
clearer trend here where an increase in the average punishment increases the likelihood that
the government offers a concession to would-be rebels. There are two implications of this
trend. First, this is direct evidence in favor of the coercion hypothesis as governments are
responding to increases in the punishment by giving concessions at a much higher rate.
Second, it highlights the strategic aspects of the dispute escalation process: as punishments
increase, coercion becomes an increasingly reliable strategy.
In the bottom-most panel we see an intuitive result where rebels are increasingly more
likely to fight conditional on making a demand as the punishment for backing down increases.
This combination of results, suggests that there is a definite strategic trade-off where wouldbe rebels risk a costly dispute in order to try and extract valuable concessions during the
bargaining phase. Interestingly, in this “average” case there is only a very small effect on
the unconditional probability of a civil conflict (not shown in the figure). However, the
underlying conflict process is remarkably different despite the underlying risk of armed civil
conflict being roughly unchanged. As punishments decrease (move closer to 0) disputes are
more likely to end with the group making an empty threat and then backing down, while
as punishments increase (toward −∞) disputes are more likely to end with the government
backing down and making a concession. Thus while armed conflict is avoided in both cases,
the outcome and process are distinct.
Overall this average case analysis finds that the expectation of punishments can have
either a deterring or a coercive effect on the decision to initiate a dispute. However, as
punishments become more severe than average the coercive effect appears. This coercion
story also appears when considering the likelihood that a government gives into a demand.
As punishments increase, the government is increasingly less willing to risk a fight and is
more likely to grant a concession to the rebel group to avoid armed conflict. While this
average conflict setup provides an interesting overview, we might also be interested in how
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Table 3: The marginal effects of punishment
Marginal effect of ā → −∞
↑ Pr(Civil peace)
45%
↑ Pr(Gov’t gives in | Dispute)
100%
↑ Pr(Civil Conflict)
93%
Note: Percentages denote the proportion of observations where increasing the expected punishment (toward −∞) increases the probability of the status quo, the probability that the government offers
concessions, and the unconditional probability of a violent civil conflict.

these dynamics play out in the observed data.
One of the strengths of the statistical model is that under the estimated parameter values,
different observations may have different comparative statics. Indeed, each observation can
exhibit its own equilibrium behavior and its own marginal trend. This flexibility differs from
standard reduced form analysis where, absent a flexible functional form, marginal effects
will always be in the same direction across observations. Table 3 reports the percentage
of government-group decades where the marginal effect of a more severe (more negative)
punishment has a positive effect on a quantity of interest. Here I consider the probability of
civil peace (1 − pc ), the probability that, given a dispute, the government grants a concession
to avoid violence (1 − pr ), and the unconditional probability of armed conflict pc pr pe .
In the first case, we see the same kind of split that appeared in Figure 3. In roughly
45% of observations increasing punishment increases the likelihood of civil peace. On the
surface, this nearly even split looks like mixed evidence that supports both coercive and
deterrence theories. However, an examination of marginal effects at plus and minus two
standard errors reveals that in nearly 2/3 of observations, the U -shaped relationship between
expected punishment size and the probability of a dispute appears.
Additionally, when we consider the effect on government concessions, we see that all the
cases fall in line with the coercive theory’s expectations. In every single observation, an
increase in punishment results in an increased probability that the government gives into a
demand. More severe punishments have a clear effect on government actions that appear
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advantageous to potential challengers. On the whole, this result is strong evidence that the
prospect of punishment greatly improves the bargaining position of would-be rebels despite
the risk that they may have to pay it. As such, groups that want to maximize the likelihood
of extracting concessions from a government should take lengths to have well structured
punishment mechanisms that sanctions leaders who back down from challenges. While deterrence logic suggests that such a structure should discourage prospective challengers from
initiating a dispute in the first place, the results here clearly suggest that the hand-tying
benefit of punishment and the coercive strength that comes with is likely to lead to more
threats and more policy concessions.
The final row in Table 3 provides an interesting result that highlights the importance of
strategic model and the need to analyze the escalation steps within the conflict process. Here
we see that increasing punishments makes civil conflict more likely in nearly all observations.
On the surface, this may appear to be an unintuitive result. However, this result emerges
from a kind of gambling dynamic. Specifically, as these punishments become more severe,
governments become more likely to grant a concession; the allure of these concessions makes
groups more willing to gamble, raising the probability of a dispute leading the group into
conflict. As such, the unconditional risk of civil conflict rises as groups attempt to leverage
the coercive effect of these punishments. That nearly all observations experience this increase
in the risk of civil conflict as punishments increase, is further evidence that the emboldening
effect of punishment dominates the deterrence effect.

5

Conclusion
In this paper, I asked do rebel groups face punishment for backing down from demands

and how do these punishments effect the onset of both intrastate disputes and conflict? To
address this question I used newly publicize data from the CONIAS project that records
instances of internal disputes that do and do not escalate to violence from Bartusevičius and
Gleditsch (2018). I fit these data to a dispute escalation game that tracks the bargaining
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process from the decision to initiate a dispute through the decision to either back down or
escalate to armed conflict.
Two main results emerged from this study. First, groups expect to be punished if they
make a demand against the state and then back down. The prospect of this punishment is
an important part of their strategic choice to initiate a dispute against the state. Second,
depending on how strong these punishments are, they can have disparate effects on the
likelihood of dispute onset. Specifically, I uncover a U -shaped relationship between the size
of punishments and the likelihood that a group initiates an intrastate dispute.
When punishments are larger than average, factors that increase them make demands
and threats more credible. Potential groups exploit this enhanced credibility by initiating
more disputes. However, when punishments are weaker than average, increases to them make
groups less likely to initiate a dispute. In this range, increasing punishments makes onset
riskier for prospective rebels as the credibility benefits are less pronounced. Governments
are very likely to resist demands from groups with small punishments, and groups are more
likely to have to pay them.
Despite these competing effects at the initiation stage, there is clear evidence that the
coercive effect of punishments dominates the deterrence effect when we turn to the government’s decision. Specifically, increases in punishments lead to a decrease in the probability
that the government resists demands. Governments understand that enhanced punishments
tend to decrease the likelihood that a group will back down at its final node, and so governments back down instead rather than risk armed conflict. As such, governments are making
a calculation that the risk of armed conflict is too much and are more willing to face their
own reputational costs.
The primary contribution of this work is to provide direct evidence that would-be rebel
groups face the prospect of punishment when deciding whether to initiate a dispute and
that the effects of these punishments are non-monotonic. While recent work has identified
that these punishments appear during armed conflict (Prorok 2016), the results presented
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here show that punishment concerns appear at the earliest stages of the conflict process.
Additionally, while there are good reasons to suspect that the threat of punishment might
deter potential rebel groups, the evidence suggests that such punishments tend to have
a more coercive effect that strengthen a prospective rebel’s bargaining position and make
governments more likely to back down before the armed conflict stage. Indeed these results
provide a new take on why governments fight some rebels rather than others, wherein the size
of the punishment faced by groups for backing down greatly effects the government’s decision
to either concede or risk a fight. An additional contribution is that these results provide new
justification for the expansion of selectorate theories into the study of non-state actors (as
in Cunningham and Sawyer 2019). Learning more about intragroup politics and structure
provides us with a better sense as to where the risk of civil conflict may be highest and the
results presented here suggest that selectorate theory may provide some of this insight.
Future word should focus on expanding the set of observables associated with non-violent
CONIAS and other status quo cases. Notably, while recent data collection efforts have been
very good at recording more observable characteristics of armed rebel groups (including their
leader selection mechanisms), more should be done to record the observable characteristic
for the non-violent groups in order to understand the escalation process. While such an
undertaking will be undoubtedly costly, it will likely result in improved estimates of both the
punishment parameters and in modeling the strategic selection into armed conflict. Another
avenue of future work could also look to further disentangle the differences between external
and internal punishment. While the structural model does some of that in the sense that
it allows us to hold the belligerence costs fixed, a more direct separation of these forms of
punishment may be interesting. Additionally, future scholars may also want to consider the
benefits of a fitting a fully dynamic game of intrastate dispute escalation and de-escalation
to data.
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